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Satellite
technology for
reliable, 24X7
monitoring of PV
systems,
anywhere in the
world.

By their very nature, photovoltaic installations tend to be in
hard-to-reach places. Often there is no effective communication
infrastructure in place to help manage solar energy production - no
grid, no telephone lines, no cellular phone coverage, no fast Web
access. Therefore, managing the solar plant requires physical visits
to the location, which can be time-consuming and costly. Industry
experts estimate that an annual site visit to a PV installation can
cost up to four times more than establishing and maintaining a
remote monitoring system.
When its comes to ensuring mission-critical plants and equipment,
regular visits do not represent any guarantee against system
failures. Solar industries face a challenge of scheduling maintenance and maximizing uptime, while facilitating remote monitoring
of unmanned sites and connecting multiple inaccessible remote
assets.
So how is it possible to implement remote control for a PV plant that
is difficult to access and has no local infrastructure? An answer
readily available today is satellite technology.

Current
bottlenecks

It's a little-known fact that 51.8% of solar power systems are not
performing to capacity at any point in time, and around 14% of solar
energy systems develop a major fault every year and stop working
altogether*. That's more than half of all residential and commercial
solar power systems significantly underperforming, every day.
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Large solar farms with high
volume of endpoints (100s of
PV panels) to be monitored

Shadowing of solar modules or
disturbances in public grid
goes unnoticed for long
periods, leading to reduced
yield

Traditional and corrective
maintenance not feasible due
to scale of installation and high
costs associated

*Ausgrid data from 8000 solar PV systems shows that approximately 51.8% are not performing to capacity

A smarter way to
optimize O&M of
your PV systems

Symphony Solar Farm Manager
is an enterprise-scale Internet of Things application that provides
scalable solutions for connecting, automating and centralizing
control of remote solar energy PV infrastructures.
Using satellite technology, Symphony Solar Farm Manager lets you
consolidate monitoring and management of your PV systems onto a
desktop or phone. The web-based Symphony IoT portal provides
the mentioned benefits.

Solution Capabilities

Real-time performance
monitoring of multiple remote
PV panels

Symphony Solar Farm Manager offers an unified, integrated solution to streamline operations and maintenance and enable efficient

Yield assurance performance estimation
against actual performance

management of multiple, geographically-distributed solar panels.
With Symphony EdgeX, powered by Symphony IoT platform, you
can establish a stable communication, acquire, analyse and gain

Fault detection and alerts at
granular levels

Highly scalable
and rebrand-able

insights from perform data across multi-vendor, multi-protocol and
multi-vertical environment.

Open APIs for
customization

Multi-vendor, multi-lingual
data acquisition

Uniquely positioned with expertise
of satellite network management

Some of the measurable parameters in Symphony Solar Farm Manager
PV Component

Environment

Energy

PV module temperature
Asset health and
performance history
Device status
Other controller
parameters

Ambient temperature
Wind speed (mph)
Humidity (%)
Air pressure (Pa)
Weather forecast

Active power
Reactive power
Energy (kWh)
Inverter voltage
Inverter current
CO2 savings
Solar irradiation

A complete solar farm monitoring software
Features
Harness the power of Symphony IoT everyday.
Manage your assets end-to-end, increase your
solar performance and reduce operational costs.

Monitor multi-energy portfolios
Centralized automation and control of energy
management (usage, net electricity sold,
where & how power is used) of multiple,
geographically distributed PV sites

SATELLITE COMMUNICATION

Analyse performance to optimize yield
Compare predicted performance against actual
power generated; create custom analytics to detect
minor, major or critical performance deviation

Diagnose plants for reduced downtime

ENERGY METERING

INVERTER VOLTAGE

React immediately in case of component or system
anomaly; remotely troubleshoot and resolve issues
before they become real system failure

Map your solar farms anywhere in the world
Monitor and map your entire fleet or individual PV
system. View production data, warnings, alarms and
other key metrics in real-time, on the map.

Manage multi-vendor assets and hardware
Manage multi-vendor assets and easily integrate
with existing proprietary systems (SCADA, in-house
hardware solutions etc)

Ensure smooth maintenance
Seamless integrate with business process apps
such as trouble-ticketing/ERP/CRM to regulate
smooth maintenance

TEMPERATURE MONITORING

Symphony IoT designed for scale, flex and
interoperability - Distributed data-collection architecture
How it works?
RTUs acquire data from the sensors mounted on PV cells and inverters, this data is routed to the Symphony
IoT Platform for data processing, via various data connectivity mediums. The Web-based interface enables
the operators to take control of the solar farms from any location at any time, while Symphony IoT's open
communication protocols enables easy integration of the PV systems with any renewable assets in the
operator’s portfolio.
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Billing & Accounting

Vertical Security, Energy, Telematics
Retail, Healthcare, etc
Apps

Tools & Wizards

CRM Integration

Enterprise Business Apps

Customizable GUI

SIM Management
Operations

Customer Portal
Mobile Apps

Custom Apps

Sample Apps
Open Platform API

Symphony IoT Application Enablement Platform
Restful API
Energy Management

AAA Security
Remote Monitoring
Conﬁguration
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BIG Data Ecoystem
Asset Management

Get more value from your Solar
Symphony Solar Farm Manager
enables you to optimize your solar

WebNMS

power in the long run. The user-friendly
dashboard provides a personalized and
comprehensive analysis of your PV
system's performance at any time of
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Celltower Monitoring

Web Portal
(Client Interface)

Search Device

Search Device
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Search Device

Moisture Sensor

the day, from your desktop, tablet or

Environment

smartphone.

Battery Voltage

RTU

Symphony
IoT Server
Database

Energy

Symphony IoT is deployable
on-premise or on the cloud and assures

Temperature Sensor

Alarm

data security in all layers from data
Mail

acquisition, transmission, processing,
allowing authorized user access.

Compatible with all
leading gateway
manufacturers and
communication
protocols in the
market
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Start your IoT Journey
For more information, visit us at www.webnms.com/iot/solar-farm-manager.html.
Or, write to us at iot-eval@webnms.com
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